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GIVE US THIS DAY A STABLE CODE 
Some came from far, some came from near, 
They came to Yale so they could hear 
Cheerful and dire premonitions 
From underwater acousticians. 
This time, Computers is the name 
That sets the rules to play the game. 
Whether it's spectra, rays or modes 
That form the basis of your codes, 
Whether you ponder, agonize: 
"How fine should I discretize?", 
Whether that which makes you frolic 
Is a scheme called "parabolic", 
One truth will outshine the rest: 
What is fastest, that is best, 
If, as well, you have been able 
To construct a code that's stable. 
Also, as you plan your play, 
Do make sure that you don't pay 
For the seconds, minutes, hours, 
Which your "fast" routine devours. 
Meetings like this fill a need, 
Acousticians must pay heed 
To the science of computing, 
To keep errors from polluting 
Codes when they are pushed ahead 
Into regions yet untread. 
What may have been puzzling, strange, 
Does get clearer through exchange 
Of experience lsewhere gained. 
No one's realm is self contained! 
For arranging this occasion, 
I express appreciation 
To our hosts who strove to fix 
Topics that provide good mix. 
After all is said and done: 
We have learned, and its been fun. 
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